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1. Introduction. B. Malgrange introduced in [lJ P(D)-related Frechet spaces to prove
P(D)Q)'F(Q) =Q)'F(Q) where P(D) is a differential polynomial and Q)'F(D) is the space
of distributions in D of finite order. The functional analytic version of P(D)-related Fr
echet spaces and its generalizations are developped in F. Treves [2]. The central result
in [2J is the corollary 2 of theorem 17.2; it reads in our notations (cf. 2), if the map
T from E into F is such that the image of t T is weakly closed in E' and t T is injec
tive, then T from G into 111 is an epimorphism and has a homogeneous approximation
property iff L and M are T-related. In this paper we weaken the condition for T and
assuming the condition for T to be presurjective we get the similar results. The methods
used here clarifies the connections between presurjectivity of T and T-related Frechet
spaces.

I thank the refree for revising the article.
2. Notations and Definitions. Let E and F be locally convex topological linear spaces.

We further assume that F is barelled. Let 2 be a locally convex Hausdorff topological
space. Let L and M be Frechet spaces. We assume that

i) E(F) is continuously imbedded in L (M resp.) and dense in L CU resp.), and
ii) L and M arc continuously imbedded in 2.
Let T be a continuous transformation from 2 into~' such that T restricted on E (which

we shall denote by T again) is a continuous transformation from E into F. We shall
denote by E' the continuous dual of E and by / T the continuous transpose of T as usual.
For any f,=-E', ifi (x) = If(x) I for every xcE. For any seminorm q on F, ITq is a
s.;;nin~m"1 011 E such that I Tq (x) =q (T(.r;». \Ve shall use the following definitions.

DU1:--lITIO:" 1. A continuous map T from E into F is presurjective iff for any conti·
nuous seminorm p on E there exists a continuous seminorm q on F such that for any gE

F' ~ t Tg .~p implies ig I;:;q.

DEFI:"ITIO:-J 2. L and M are T-related iff for any g=F' tTgEL' implies gEM'.

DEFI'iITIO?\ 3. A continuous map T from E to F is an epimorphism iff it is surjective
and open.

DEFI'-:lTION 4. The map T from L into}; has a homogeneous approximation property
iff for any x in L such that Tx=O there exists a sequeance {x;} of the elements in E
such that Tx;=O and {x;) converges to x in L.

3. Theorems. Let G be the linear subspace of L consisting of those x such that TXE
M. We can identify G with the subset of LxM consisting of the pairs (x, Tx), xEG.
We provide G with the topology induced by the product topology. Then G is a Frechet
space; it is enough to prove that the set {(x, Tx) IXEG} is closed in Lx M. If {x;} is a
sequence converging to x in L and such that Tx; converges to y in M, since L is con-
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tinuously imbedded in:S, TXi must converge to Tx in:S, hence y= Tx since:S is Haus-
dcmf. We note that G is continuously imbedded in L and T from G to M is continuous.

THEOREM 1. If the map T from E to F is presurjeetive and G and M are T-related,
then T(L) :J M

Proof. We shall show that T(G)=M from which T(L)-:::::JM follows. Since T(G)
cM by definition and since G and M are Frechct, to show that T(G)=M, it is enough
to show that the map T from G to M is presurjective (d. [2]). Let p be a continuous.
seminorm on G. We may identify p with a continuous seminorm on E. Since T from
E to F is presurjective, there exists q, a continuous seminorm on F such that for any
fEF' I'Tf! 2p implies IfI ::S;q. Let q'=sup{IfllfEF' & I'Tfl ::s;p}. Then q' is a contin
uous seminorm on F since q'-::S;q. We note that 'Tq'::S;p, that is, for any xEE q'(Tx)
-::s;p(x). Let gEF' such that Igl ::S;q'. Then I'Tgl ::s;p. Therefore 'TgEG'. Since G
and M are T-related, this shows that gEM'. Now since M is a Frechet space, and
since for any gEF' such that Igl-::S;q' gEM', this implies q' is a continuous seminorm
on M (d. p. 48[2J). Above arguments shows that for any continuous seminorm p on G
there exists a continuous seminorm q' on M such that for any gEM' I'Tgl-::s; p implies.
!gl ::s;q'. Therefore T from G to M is presurjective and hence is an epimorphism.

CoROLLARY. If the map T from E to F is presurjeetive, T(L) cM, T from L into M
is contintwUs, and L and M are T-related, then T(L) =M.

Proof. We note that the space G introduced before is topologically equivalent to L.
Hence our corollary follows immediately from the previous theorem.

THEOREM 2. Assume that T(E) is dense in F, T(L)-:::::JM and the map T from L to M
has a !w11Wgeneous approximation property. Then L and M are T -related.

Proof. Let gEF' be such that 'TgEL'. On M define a linear functional h such that
for any yEM hey) ='Tg(x) where xEL is such that Tx= y. Then hey) does not dep
end on x. For if x'EL is also such that Tx'=y, we have T(x-x') =0. Since T has
an homogeneous approximation property, there exists a sequence {Xi} in E converging to
x-x' in L and such that TXi=O for all i. We then have 'Tg(x) -'Tg(x') =lim'Tg

I.
(Xi) =0 since 'Tg(Xi) = g(Tx,). Let us go back to the space G introduced before. Since-
G and M are Frechet spaces, T is an open mapping from G onto M. Therefore if Yi~O
in M, there exists, for every i, XiEG such that x,->O in G, a fortiori in L, and such
that TXi=Yi. But then h(Yi) =tTg(Xi)->O. This proves the continuity of h. Hence hE
M'. Since h(y)=tTg(x) for any yEM, take in particular yET(E)c:.F. Then there is,
xEE such that Tx=y. This yields for any yE T(E) hey) =tTg(x) ==g(y). Since T(E)
is dense in M, we conclude that k=gEM'.

CoROLLARY. Assume that tke ~p T from E into F is presurjeetive, T(L):JM, and T
has a Jwmog~ous approximation property, then L and M are T-related.

Proof. Since T is presurjective, T(E) is dense in F. Hence the previous theorem com
pletes the proof.
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